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A history of the relations between the Central Government and the
Provincial Government from 1861 to the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms
of 1919. The author traces, by reference to copious and authentic
documentary evidence, the steps by which the provinces which were
once in a position of utter subordination to the Central gradually
came to occupy a position of limited autonomy prior to the Act of
1935*
Pusalkar,   A.   D.—Signed   Arrows:   A   Note.   NIA.   Ill,
pp. 414.	[1465
Points out the mention of names on arrows referred to in Pancaratra
and in Abhiseka.
Eamaswami, K. V.—Ancient Indian Republics.  IR. Vol. 42,
pp. 421-422.	[1466
Points out some of the  city-states which  existed in ancient  India;
these  were the samghas forming a type Remarkably analogous to the
city-states of Greece and Italy.
Ramsden, E. E — The   Halo:   A   Further   Enquiry   into its
Origin.   BM. LXXVII, pp. 123-131, 1 plate, 2 illus. [1467
Inquires into the origin of the halo which is common on the coinage
of the Guptas, where it is found in conjunction with a Parthian motif.
Concludes that the Halo of Buddhist and Christian art is not a symbol
of doubtful origin and meaningless value, but a specific attribute of
kingly glory.
Rao, P. Kodanda—[The Viceroy and Governor-General of
India], by A. B. Rudra. See ABIHL III, No. 1860. [U68
" The office of the Viceroy and Governor-General of India has no
precedents or parallels; it is unique. Its occupant combines in himself
the status and functions of the King, the Prime Minister and the Civil
Servant He has the status and immunity from criticism of the King,
the responsibility and power of the Prime Minister and the duty of
the Civil Servant to carry out orders of the Secretary of State. He
is, like the President of the United States of America, not responsible
to the Legislature, but, unlike him, can legislate without its consent.
He is like himself and like nothing else ". TMR. LXX> p. 2?8.
Raychaudhuri,   Hemachandra—The   Tapestry   of   Ancient
Indian History.   1C. VIII, Pfc. 1, pp. 9-21,	[1469
Presidential address  (Section  I),  delivered at the  Indian  History
Congress, Fifth Session, Hyderabad, December. 1941.
Recounts briefly the progress of the study of history in all its phases.

